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So where to start with the literature…

• Impact factor
• NEJM- 73
• JAMA- 45
• Intensive Care Medicine- 10.2
• Organogensis- 1.0
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Bill James, baseball statistician and author, tells the story of hungry 
cavemen sitting about a campfire, waiting for tomatoes to ripen. One 
has the inspiration to throw an ox on the fire, and the first barbecue 
ensued and was endured. After eating, the conversation goes some-
thing like this: “There were some good parts.” “Yeah, but there were 
some bad parts.” And the smart one says, “This time, let’s not eat the 
bones.”1

The evolution of patient selection criteria for the use of extra-
corporeal support (ECLS) is a bit like those cavemen and their 
first barbecued ox. Extracorporeal life support technology and 
application to patient care is the unique result of a long standing 
history of ambitious attempt, evaluation, debate, collaboration 
and extension.

Rooted in cardiovascular surgery’s holy grail of learning to 
repair hearts, ECLS today is the result of well over half a cen-
tury of passionate commitment. The early feast of investigative 
opportunity, in a precedent that continues to foster innovation, 
was broadly shared. The disciplines of surgery, pediatrics and 
neonatology have collaborated with venture capitalists, basic sci-
entists and industry to continuously improve the technology and 
pioneer clinical application.

These disciplines collaboratively shared experience, compared 
results, developed clinical feasibility trials, analytic methodology 
and applied this experience to broader applications. At this writ-
ing, over 42,000 infants, children and adults have been treated 
with this technology.2

Much of the technology and methodology in use today 
emerged in the 1950s. Gibbon reported the repair of a young 
woman with an ASD in Philadelphia in 1953. The roller pump  
used was invented by Gibbon and his wife. With very few modi-
fications, the same pump technology remains prevalent 60 years 
later.3

C. Walton Lillehie and Clarence Dennis, among others, pio-
neered techniques and devices that would allow cardio pulmo-
nary bypass in the operating theater. Each has written histories 
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of the era.4,5 Goor’s recent biography of Lillehie adds interesting 
details to the saga.6 Bartlett, in 1990, summarized the evolution 
of extracorporeal technology from the cardiac surgical patient in 
the operating theater to the bedside of the critically ill adult and 
neonate with cardiopulmonary failure in the intensive care unit.7

Two major contributions were fundamental to the evolution 
of long-term use of extracorporeal support for pulmonary and 
cardiac failure. The first is Bartlett and Drinker’s recognition 
that heparin dosing could be titrated and its effect monitored in 
a timely manner. Early investigators were faced with the chal-
lenge of avoiding the Scylla of hemorrhage and the Charibdis 
of thrombus formation. Heparin was described early in the 
20th century, and remains in use today.8 The observation that 
the closed circuits developed for long-term support in the inten-
sive care unit did not require infinite heparinization was fun-
damentally crucial in allowing long-term support. This was a 
somewhat serendipitous and subsequently overlooked discovery. 
Bartlett and Drinker, while performing experiments with vari-
ous circuit and membrane designs (e.g., toroidal flow), recog-
nized that the cardiac patient in the operating room required 
infinite heparinization due to the stagnant flow in lungs and 
field necessary during open surgical repair. However, long-term 
bypass support produced constant flow in both circuit and cir-
culation. Thus significantly less heparin could be used, and 
early experiments demonstrated that circuits could be used for 
days without clot formation, and in animals, hemorrhage could 
be prevented.9-11

A remarkable element of these early studies was the develop-
ment of a methodology and device to accurately (if not precisely) 
titrate near continuous adjustment in heparin requirement in 
experimental circuits and animal studies. Bartlett and Drinker 
described the bedside activated clotting time and a device for 
measurement based on what was known as the re-calcification 
time. This allowed the titration of small, controlled infusions of 
heparin. Fifty years later, the activated clotting time remains a 
cornerstone of anticoagulation management in extracorporeal 
support.12

The second cornerstone was the discovery that silicone rub-
ber is a semipermeable and selective membrane.13 Kolobow, Kolf, 
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Lets see how this barbecue has evolved and 
what bones to avoid.
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Two aspects of any therapy

• Harm from treatment • Benefit from treatment

We must define the population least likely to 
accrue harm and most likely to gain benefit. 



Dr. John Heysham Gibbon (1903-1973)
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Gibbon-IBM Heart-Lung Machine- May 6, 1953
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In his words… 1968
• “In general the difficulties encountered were foaming, 

hemolysis from trauma, and the production of 
vasoconstrictor substances in the blood from mechanical 
agitation… Has the heart-lung machine reached the limits 
of its perfection? The answer, of course, is no. Something 
happens to the blood during its passage through the 
present  heart-lung machines which is detrimental to the 
patient…”
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Almost 50 Years of ECMO

• First successful case in 1972
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1979 NHLB ECMO RCT
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NHLB Study Assessment and Limitations

• VA Support only
• Harmful MV
• Excessive 

anticoagulation
• Prolonged MV prior to 

ECMO



We’ve come a long way…
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But we are getting better at ARDS treatment

subjects; and (6) differences in the general hospital man-
agement of subjects after discharge from ICU, which might
contribute up to 3–15% of the overall mortality.31,32 These
mentioned factors might also limit our analysis and find-
ings. Moreover, we observed that the types of mortality
rates reported by studies often vary (eg, overall, 28-d,
30-d, 60-d, 90-d, in-hospital, ICU, 8-week), which signif-
icantly contributed to the inconsistency among clinical stud-
ies. The 28/30-d mortality and 60-d mortality are qualita-
tively different from ICU and in-hospital mortality. We
suggest that due to the extended hospital stay of patients
with ARDS, the ICU and especially in-hospital mortality
are close to or may even be longer than 28/30 d. The 60-d

Table 5. Absolute Values of the Most Recent Mortality Rates, Since
2010

Mortality
Type

Retrospective Prospective RCTs All

n % n % n % n %

In-hospital 345 50 759 47 1,060 41 2,164 45
ICU 547 33 340 46 898 39 1,785 38
28/30-d 1,068 26 606 34 832 31 2,506 30
60-d 751 33 1,294 38 858 23 2,903 32

Retrospective ! retrospective observational studies
Prospective ! prospective observational studies
RCTs ! randomized controlled trials

Fig. 3. Weighted averages of reported mortality rates in retrospective studies (A), prospective studies (B), and randomized controlled trials
(C). Reported mortality types are in-hospital, ICU, 28/30-d, and 60-d mortality.

MORTALITY OF ARDS: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

RESPIRATORY CARE • JANUARY 2017 VOL 62 NO 1 119

Maca J Respir Care 2017;62(1):113-122.



Or at least causing less harm
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Herein lies the challenge
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• We must select a population more likely to 
survive with ECMO than with standard care. 

• This benefit must exceed the physiologic cost 
and challenge of providing ECMO support. 

• Low risk ECMO, High risk ARDS or a 
combination of both.



And then there was H1N1
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ance of published survival prediction models.

Outcomes of severe ARDS patients with and
without ECMO
Outcomes of severe ARDS treated with “conventional”
management
The past two decades have seen significant progress in
ARDS management. A more accurate definition has been
proposed [12] and major progress has been achieved in
understanding the ARDS pathophysiology [13–15] and
ventilator-induced lung injury [16, 17]. In addition,
protective-lung mechanical ventilation [18] and adjuvant
therapies such as prone positioning [19] and neuromuscu-
lar blockers [20] have contributed to improvements in
overall ARDS mortality. Despite this, the pooled mortality
of ARDS (covering all levels of ARDS severity) remains
high, even more so in observational studies (48.2%) than
in randomized controlled trials (37.5%) [21]. The mortality
for severe ARDS is higher still, at 50% [12, 22, 23]. In
addition, the burden of ARDS is still perceptible years
after ICU discharge, with notable impairment of quality of
life [24]. Reported long-term sequelae include ICU-
acquired weakness, exercise limitation, frozen shoulders,
vocal-cord dysfunction or recurrent reactive airways
disease which may contribute to social isolation, psycho-
logical morbidity and sexual dysfunction [24]. In a large
cohort of 109 patients with ARDS, 51% of patients
reported at least one episode of depression and/or severe
anxiety within 5 years of follow-up [24]. Nevertheless, 77%
of patients returned to work; almost all to their original
work 5 years after ICU discharge.

Outcomes of ARDS treated with venovenous ECMO
Outcomes of patients with ARDS on ECMO have im-
proved steadily over a decade (Fig. 1) thanks to the

progress of the devices [5] and better prevention of
ECMO-related complications such as bleeding.
The first large international multicentre database on

ECMO for severe ARDS was provided by Brogan et al.
[25] using a registry issued from a collaborative
international network (Extracorporeal Life Support
Organization (ESLO)). The data, collected between 1986
and 2006, covered 1473 patients with a median age of
34 years, 78 of whom were treated with venovenous
ECMO (VV-ECMO) with a median time of support of
154 hours. They reported an all-cause mortality of 50%.
Risk factors associated with a poorer outcome were
advanced age, days on mechanical ventilation prior to
ECMO and decreased patient weight. These results were
relatively consistent with the CESAR trial [4], which
reported 63% survival without severe disability at
6 months. In this trial, conducted between 2001 and
2006 in the United Kingdom, 180 patients with severe
ARDS were either randomized into ECMO (after trans-
fer to a referral “ECMO centre”) or to conventional
management at the referring hospital. These patients
suffered from severe and potentially reversible ARDS.
Their median age was 40 years (mean APACHE II 20),
with a primary diagnosis of pneumonia in 66%. The
same year, Australia and New Zealand Extracorporeal
Membrane Oxygenation (ANZ ECMO) [26] reported
excellent results with a cohort of influenza A(H1N1)-re-
lated ARDS patients. They reported 78% of patients
weaned from ECMO and 71% ICU discharge survival
despite extreme severity before cannulation (median
lowest PaO2/FIO2 ratio 56 mmHg, pH 7.2, PaCO2

69 mmHg and modified acute lung injury score of 3.8).
These results should, however, be interpreted with
caution because influenza A(H1N1)-related ARDS has a
better prognosis than other causes of ARDS [27, 28].
More recently, Schmidt et al. [6] reported the outcome

Fig. 1 Number of annual adult respiratory cases treated by venovenous ECMO from 1996 to 2015 and the relative hospital survival rate. Adapted
from the ELSO ECLS Registry Report [3]. ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation

Rozencwajg et al. Critical Care  (2016) 20:392 Page 2 of 10



ECMO Survival Models
Model N AUROC(internal) Year
ECMOnet 60 0.86 2009 H1N1
PRESERVE 140 0.89 2008-2012
PRESET score 108 0.85 2009-2015
Roch score 85 0.80 2009-2013 
Enger et al. 284 0.75 2008-2013
RESP Score 2355 0.74 2000-2012
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ECMOnet Score

• 60 Italian patients 
• H1N1 in 2009
• www.ecmonet.org
– In Italian
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percentages. Unadjusted univariate analyses were based
on the Mann-Whitney U or median test and Fisher’s exact
test, respectively, with the computation of 95 % confi-
dence intervals. For building a model predicting
intrahospital mortality, multivariable analyses were per-
formed. In detail, we modeled data using generalized
estimating equations (GEE) to consider correlating fea-
tures within the center, assuming the same correlation
between any two elements of a cluster (exchangeable
correlation matrix) [7, 8]. As the performance of the
multivariate model depends on the initial number of
variables [9], we included all the variables that were
statistically associated with a p value B0.25 in the uni-
variate models. In addition, we compared models within a
nested subgroup of selected variables by quasi-likelihood
under the independence model criterion (QIC) [10]. We
started with factors revealing high significance (p = 0.01)
in the univariate model and proceeded with forward
selection. In multivariate regression, statistical signifi-
cance was set at the two-tailed 0.05 level. When GEE
regression coefficients could not be estimated (i.e., in case
the generalized Hessian matrix was not positively defi-
nite) [11], we limited the analysis to the association
performed by the Fisher exact test or Mann-Whitney U
test for categorical or continuous variables, respectively.

Based on the coefficients of the multivariate analysis,
we combined predictors for the assessment of mortality
risk in patients who presented as ECMO candidates into a
new score—the ECMOnet score. With the aim to be as
intuitive as possible, the score was constructed to give a
result between 0 and 10. Thus, the number resulting from
score calculation can be easily associated with the mor-
tality risk. In addition, each of the five parameters is given
weight by the value measured (partial score). The partial
score for each parameter was established according to its
frequency distribution and its weight in the final GEE
model. The ECMOnet score can be calculated with the
following formula where psi is the partial score assigned
to each parameter.

ECMOnet score ¼
X5

i¼1

psi

 !

" 1

The goodness-of-fit of the model, plotting mortality
status versus ECMOnet score, was confirmed by the GEE
model and QIC statistic. Besides, c-statistics (area under
ROC curve) were calculated as a measure of a model’s
ability to discriminate between survivors and non-survi-
vors [12]. From the ROC curve analysis, the best cutoff
value was identified as the point with the highest value
sensitivity and specificity (Youden index: SE ? SP - 1)
[13]. The 95 % confidence interval for accuracy, sensi-
tivity and specificity was calculated with normal
approximation. In order to provide further external vali-
dation of the accuracy of the ECMOnet score, we used an
external test set containing 74 patients suffering from

ARDS because of H1N1 who received ECMO treatment
in other countries [5, 14] or in the Italian ECMOnet
centers during the 2010 H1N1 influenza A epidemics. The
full data set was available for 60 patients in the validation
group. Fifty-nine patients received VV ECMO, and one
patient received VA ECMO. Four were converted from
VV to VA ECMO because of circulatory failure during
treatment [14].

Two examples of the ECMOnet score calculation on
paradigmatic clinical cases are also available as supple-
mentary online material.

Statistical significance was set at the two-tailed 0.05
level for all hypothesis testing. Data were analyzed with
SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Among the 60 patients of the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, 49
(82 %) had confirmed H1N1-associated ARDS with a
survival rate of 71 %. The remaining 11 (18 %) patients
without confirmed H1N1-associated ARDS presented a
survival rate of 54 %. Twenty-eight patients were referred
from remote hospitals to the ECMOnet referral centers
and treated with ECMO.

Multiple organ failure associated with sepsis was the
most common cause of death (53 %), followed by septic
shock (26 %). All nonsurvivors were still on ECMO at the
time of death.

As shown in Table 1, all baseline characteristics,
clinical parameters and vital signs were tested by uni-
variate analysis. Using multivariate analysis, we identified
five statistically significant predictors of death: bilirubin
value (OR = 2.32, 95 % CI 1.52–3.52, p \ 0.001), sys-
temic mean arterial pressure (OR = 0.92, 95 % CI
0.88–0.97, p \ 0.001), hematocrit value (OR = 0.82,
95 % CI 0.72–0.94, p = 0.006), preECMO hospital
length of stay (OR = 1.52, 95 % CI 1.12–2.07,
p = 0.008) and creatinine level (OR = 7.38, 95 % CI
1.43–38.11, p = 0.02).

These five parameters were then entered into the
ECMOnet score (Table 2). When evaluated in the uni-
variate GEE model, the ECMOnet score was a
statistically significant predictor of mortality (OR = 3.44,
95 % CI 2.04–5.81, p \ 0.001). The ROC analysis further
confirmed the high accuracy of the ECMOnet score
(c = 0.857, 95 % CI 0.754–0.959, p \ 0.001) for the
prediction of the mortality risk in patients on ECMO. An
ECMOnet score of 4.5 was found to be the most appro-
priate cutoff for mortality risk prediction. The probability
of correctly classifying patients with the ECMOnet score
is 75 % (95 % CI 64–87 %). In comparison, the SOFA
(c = 0.711, 95 % CI 0.565–0.856, p = 0.005) and Mur-
ray scores (c = 0.581, 95 % CI 0.436–0.726, p = 0.3)
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ECMOnet results

revealed a lower performance in the evaluation of pre-
implant mortality risk compared to the ECMOnet score.

We further analyzed the performance of the ECMOnet
score to the subgroups of patients referred or not referred
from remote hospitals. Not only was the prediction of
mortality risk excellent in the 49 patients with H1N1
infection (c = 0.905, 95 % CI 0.820–0.991, p \ 0.001),
but also the ECMOnet score performed well in both
groups of patients (n = 28), referred (c = 0.833, 95 % CI
0.630–0.999, p = 0.001) or not referred (n = 32) from
remote hospitals (c = 0.838, 95 % CI 0.693–0.984,
p \ 0.001).Furthermore, we examined the reliability of
the ECMOnet score by an external validation analysis: the
validation group consisted of 74 patients with ARDS (45
male and 29 female), of whom 81 % (60/74) had con-
firmed H1N1 infection, and 57 % (42/74) were
transferred from remote hospitals to the tertiary referral
centers after the initiation of treatment with extracorpo-
real support. Mean age was 45 ± 14 years; overall
survival rate was 49 % (36/74).The ROC analysis (Fig. 1)
of this external test set revealed a strong capacity of the
ECMOnet score to distinguish survivors from nonsurvi-
vors (c = 0.694, 95 % CI 0.562–0.826, p = 0.004). The
accuracy was 62 % (95 % IC 49–74 %), and sensitivity

and specificity were 51 % (95 % IC 35–68 %) and 76 %
(95 % IC 59–93 %), respectively.

Discussion

This study shows that mortality of adult patients suffering
from influenza A (H1N1)-related ARDS undergoing VV
ECMO is related to extrapulmonary organ function at the
time of cannulation. PreECMO hospital length of stay;
creatinine, bilirubin and hematocrit values; and systemic
mean arterial pressure were significantly associated with
mortality as assessed by multivariate analysis, while
respiratory parameters were not associated with survival.
To improve risk stratification and prediction of mortality
risk at the time of VV ECMO initiation, we developed a
multifactorial scoring system—the ECMOnet score.

Up to now, most data explaining the rates and causes
of death refer to the time point after the start of ECMO: in
a large multicenter database of 1,473 adult patients sup-
ported with ECMO for respiratory failure, survival at
hospital discharge was 50 % [4]. Non-survivors displayed
a higher rate of complications, including mechanical
circuit complications; renal complications; surgical, GI
and pulmonary hemorrhages; hyperglycemia, infections,
arrhythmias and pneumothorax [4]. In a population of 137
pediatric patients undergoing VA ECMO, Morris and
colleagues found that the development of renal and
hepatic dysfunction during ECMO predicted mortality in

Table 2 The ECMOnet score

Parameter Partial score

PreECMO hospital length of stay (days)
B3 0.5
4–7 1
8–11 1.5
[11 2
Bilirubin (mg/dl)
B0.15 0
0.16–0.65 0.5
0.66–1.15 1
1.16–1.65 1.5
1.66–2.15 2
[2.15 2.5

Creatinine (mg/dl)
B0.5 0
0.51–0.80 0.5
0.81–1.10 1
1.11–1.40 1.5
1.41–1.70 2
1.71–2.00 2.5
2.01–2.30 3
[2.30 3.5

Hematocrit (%)
[40 0.5
36–40 1
31–35 1.5
B30 2.0

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)
[90 0
61–90 0.5
B60 1

ECMO Extracorporeal memabrane oxygenation

Fig. 1 ROC curve of the ECMOnet score in the external validation
test set
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PRESERVE Score
• 140 French patients
• Median PaO2/FiO2 prior to cannulation 53
• 95% VV ECMO
• 2/3 of patients prone ventilation prior to ECMO
• Median time from intubation to ECMO 5 days (1-11)
• PRedicting dEath for SEvere ARDS on VV-ECMO

21
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PRESERVE results

Schmidt M et al. Intensive Care Med 2013;39:1704-1713.

still impaired compared with that of sex- and age-matched
controls, especially concerning SF-36 physical health and
vitality domains, while social functioning and mental
health were considered satisfactory. Although differences
in case-mixes make comparisons between series difficult,
we observed that our patients’ SF-36 scores were better
(Fig. 3) than those of eighty 1-year ARDS survivors
evaluated by Herridge et al. [4], or a pooled estimated SF-
36 score based on five ARDS-survivor cohorts [33]. In
agreement with Herridge et al. [4, 5], we also found that

physical and emotional domains improved with longer
follow-up. Data on long-term HRQL of ECMO-treated
ARDS patients are scarce. Although the 57 ECMO-arm
survivors included in the CESAR trial [9] and 15 ECMO-
treated A(H1N1)-induced ARDS patients from the French
réseaux européen de recherche en ventilation artificielle
(REVA) cohort [21] had SF-36 scores comparable with
those of our patients (Fig. 3), a recent study on 15 Aus-
tralian ARDS survivors [19] reported lower social
function, vitality and general health-domain scores.

Fig. 2 Kaplan–Meier estimates
of cumulative probabilities of
survival for patients with pre-
ECMO PRESERVE score
classes 0–3 (n = 34), 4–6
(n = 38), 7–9 (n = 31) and
10–15 (n = 32). The p-value
was calculated by means of the
log-rank test. ECMO
extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation, PRESERVE
PRedicting dEath for SEvere
ARDS on VV-ECMO

Fig. 3 Comparison of median SF-
36 scores of 67 of our ARDS
survivors treated by ECMO after a
median follow-up of 17 months
after intensive care unit discharge
and their 67 age- and sex-matched
control subjects [27], and 80
conventionally treated ARDS
survivors at 1-year of follow-up
[4], 57 ECMO-arm ARDS patients
included in the conventional
ventilation or ECMO for severe
adult respiratory failure (CESAR)
trial [9], 15 ECMO-treated
Australian patients with refractory
hypoxemia [19] and a pooled
estimated score of five follow-up
studies on ARDS survivors [33].
Higher scores denote better
health-related quality of life.
ARDS acute respiratory distress
syndrome, BP body pain, ECMO
extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation, GH general health,
MH mental health, PF physical
functioning, RE role-emotional,
RP role-physical, SF social
functioning, SF-36 Short Form-
36, VT vitality
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Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the largest (n= 140), compre-
hensive, multicenter, follow-up study on ECMO-treated
severe ARDS patients. Despite very severe disease at
ECMO initiation, the 40 % 6-month mortality we
observed for this series is lower than the 50 % hospital

mortality rate recently reported in the Oscillation in ARDS
(OSCAR) trial (where mean PaO2/FiO2 was 113 mmHg at
randomization) [42]. It is also lower than those reported in
previous series of ECMO-treated ARDS patients [15, 43,
44], and comparable with that of the ECMO arm of the
CESAR trial [9], in which initial PaO2/FiO2 was higher
(76 vs. 53 mmHg). Interestingly, A(H1N1)-induced ARDS
patients included in this study had the lowest mortality rate
(17 %) reported to date [12–14, 45].

The first objective of this study was to identify pre-
ECMO outcome predictors to help ICU physicians select,
for ECMO support, very severe ARDS patients with
reasonable chance of survival. The PRESERVE scoring
system we propose herein, which combines eight simple
variables easily available at the time of ECMO decision,
identified four subgroups of patients with significantly
different probabilities of survival (Fig. 3). Age, immu-
nocompromised status, and pre-ECMO Pplat [30 cm
H2O and PEEP\10 cm H2O (despite optimization of MV
settings according to the recommendations based on the
ARDSnet studies [18]) had the highest impact on the
outcomes of our patients. As opposed to previous studies
[15], pre-ECMO PaO2/FiO2 was not associated with
survival after adjusting for the latter parameters, sug-
gesting that alterations in lung mechanics are more
important prognostic factors than severity of hypoxemia.
Furthermore, because a recent study indicated major
survival improvement with early prone positioning of
ARDS patients [40], we forced this parameter into our
multivariable model and observed that it was indepen-
dently associated with lower mortality. Interestingly,
prone-positioned patients had significantly higher PEEP
and lower Pplat and driving pressures before ECMO (data
not shown). While prone placement did not prevent
refractory hypoxemia leading to ECMO in nearly two-
thirds of our severe ARDS patients (the highest rate in the
ECMO series reported to date), it might have protected
their lungs from further MV-induced lung injuries and
ultimately resulted in better long-term survival. Our study
also confirmed that pre-ECMO MV for more than 1 week
was associated with lower survival [15, 16]. In severely
hypoxemic patients with profound alteration in lung
mechanics and not, or only partially, responding to prone
placement, ECMO might therefore be discussed very
early in the course of the disease. Notably, BMI [30 kg/
m2 was associated with better outcomes, independently of
pre-ECMO Pplat and PEEP. Although it has frequently
been reported that obese patients have better ICU out-
comes than normal-weight patients [46], this observation
might suggest that Pplat might not be a valid surrogate of
transpulmonary pressure in obese patients and, therefore,
might not necessarily mean more severe respiratory fail-
ure, because their chest wall elastance is higher than
normal reference values.

HRQL evaluated after a median follow-up of
17 months for 80 % of the 6-month ICU survivors was

Table 3 Factors available at ECMO institution independently
associated with death by 6 months post-ICU discharge

Factor OR (95 % CI) p-Value

Age 1.08 (1.04–1.12) \0.001
Body mass index 0.90 (0.84–0.97) 0.004
Immunocompromiseda 4.33 (1.55–12.12) 0.005
SAPS IIb 1.04 (1.00–1.08) 0.028
Days of MV 1.07 (1.01–1.14) 0.015
No prone positioning before ECMO 2.93 (1.04–8.25) 0.043
PEEP, cm H2O 0.84 (0.71–0.99) 0.039
Plateau pressure, cm H2O 1.18 (1.05–1.32) 0.006

CI confidence interval, ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygen-
ation, ICU intensive care unit, MV mechanical ventilation, OR odds
ratio, PEEP positive end-expiratory pressure, SAPS II simplified
acute physiology score
a Immunocompromised status included hematological malignan-
cies, solid tumors, solid organ transplantation, high-dose or long-
term corticosteroid and/or immunosuppressant use, or human
immunodeficiency virus infection
b Age was not included in SAPS II calculation for multivariable
analysis

Table 4 The PRESERVE score calculated with parameters avail-
able at the time of decision to initiate ECMO

Parameter Score

Age (years)
\45 0
45–55 2
[55 3

Body mass index [30 -2
Immunocompromised 2
SOFA [12a 1
MV [6 days 1
No prone positioning before ECMO 1
PEEP \ 10 cm H2O 2
Plateau pressure [30 cm H2O 2
Total scorec 0–14

ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, ICU intensive care
unit, MV mechanical ventilation, PEEP positive end-expiratory
pressure, PRESERVE PRedicting dEath for SEvere ARDS on VV-
ECMO, SAPS II simplified acute physiology score, SOFA sepsis-
related organ failure assessment
a Immunocompromised status included hematological malignan-
cies, solid tumors, solid organ transplantation, high-dose or long-
term corticosteroid and/or immunosuppressant use, or human
immunodeficiency virus infection
b SOFA score was preferred over SAPS II (excluding the age
component) for simpler use of the score at the bedside
c Higher score indicates higher probability of death by 6 months
post-ICU discharge; PRESERVE scores -1 and -2 converted to 0
for simplification
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PRESET Scoreperformance (AUC 0.70; 95% CI 0.56–0.83; Table 2,
Fig. 1c) and good calibration, with a Hosmer–Lemeshow
chi-square of 4.2 (p = 0.655). Applying the above risk cat-
egories to the external validation cohort yielded a mortal-
ity of 27% for class I (n = 15), 50% for class II (n = 34), and
70% for class III (n = 10) patients, respectively.

Discussion
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is frequently
fatal and ECMO is currently considered over a wide range
of indications from a last therapeutic resort to a protective
and perhaps even “prophylactic” therapy. Accordingly,
there is much discussion and controversy about the indi-
cations/contraindications of ECMO and the time of initi-
ation. In any case, prognostic systems should enable
outcome prediction of such a therapy and the ECMOnet-
Score, RESP-Score, PRESERVE-Score, and ROCH-Score
have all served to improve such a prediction.
However, for any prognostic system to be generally ap-

plicable, it is essential to validate this system in at least
one independent cohort.
We therefore not only evaluated these latter previously

proposed predictive scores, but also generated and vali-
dated a new score, based on pre-ECMO clinical vari-
ables, the PRESET-Score, and prospectively validated
this score in two independent cohorts.
Interestingly, in the context of this new score derived

from clinical variables immediately before ECMO initi-
ation, only extrapulmonary variables were identified as
predictors, namely mean arterial blood pressure, platelet
concentration, pHa, lactate concentration, and hospital
stay before ECMO therapy. Of note, respiratory variables
themselves were not predictive of survival.

Platelet concentration
As does the Sepsis-related Organ Failure Assessment
(SOFA) score [18], our data support the independent
prognostic value of the platelet count. In our patients, a
decrease in platelets by 100,000 μl–1 increases mortality
by 30%.
This result is supported by similar observations in crit-

ically ill patients and ECMO patients [19–21].
In this context, it should be noted that there may be an

effect on the platelet count by the high number of

Table 3 Results of multivariate analysis
Variable Wald statistic p value HR 95% CI

pHa (×10) 3.92 0.048 0.64 0.42–0.99

Hospital stay pre ECMO (days) 7.48 0.006 1.18 1.05–1.34

Lactate concentration (mmol l–1) 7.66 0.006 1.38 1.10–1.74

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg 10–1) 9.10 0.003 0.53 0.35–0.80

Platelet concentration (100,000 μl–1) 7.33 0.007 0.56 0.37–0.85

HR hazard ratio, CI confidence interval, ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation

Table 4 PRESET-Score at ECMO initiation
Variable Points

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)

> 100 0

91–100 1

81–90 2

71–80 3

≤ 70 4

Lactate concentration (mmol l–1)

≤ 1.50 0

1.51–3.00 1

3.01–6.00 2

6.01–10.00 3

> 10.00 4

pHa

> 7.300 0

7.201–7.300 1

7.101–7.200 2

≤ 7.100 3

Platelet concentration (×1000 μl–1)

> 200 0

101–200 1

≤ 100 2

Hospital days pre ECMO

≤ 2 0

3–7 1

> 7 2

Total score 0–15

ICU mortality by risk class Mortality (%)

PRESET-Score 0–5, risk class I 26

PRESET-Score 6–9, risk class II 68

PRESET-Score 10–15, risk class III 93

ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, ICU intensive care unit, PRESET-
Score PREdiction of Survival on ECMO Therapy-Score

Hilder et al. Critical Care  (2017) 21:301 Page 6 of 11

potentially immunocompromised patients. While inter-
action of these two factors cannot be ruled out, multivari-
ate analysis including presumed immunocompromised
patients as a covariate demonstrated a higher weighting of
“platelet count” and, therefore, remained in the final
model.

Lactate concentration
Lactate concentration is an established prognostic marker
in ICU patients, and a concentration ≥ 4 mmol l–1 at
admission increased mortality by sixfold within the first
3 days [22]. Comparable results were seen in 830 patients
with severe sepsis admitted to an emergency department
of a tertiary-care academic centre [23].
Concerning ECMO therapy, lactate has been shown to

independently predict mortality when measured before
ECMO initiation [24].
These results are in line with our findings. In our co-

hort, an initial lactate concentration ≥ 4 mmol l–1 was
associated with a 5.7 times greater mortality, with an
increase by 1 mmol l–1 increasing mortality by 30%.

pHa

A multi-centre database comprising 1473 adult ARDS
patients with ECMO therapy demonstrated a significant
influence of pHa on outcome [25], with a median pHa of
7.29 in survivors, but 7.26 in non-survivors. Moreover,
pH < 7.18 was associated with a 2.5-fold increased mor-
tality compared to a subgroup with pHa > 7.36. In our
study, a decrease in pH by 0.1 was found to be associ-
ated with an increase in mortality by 40%.

Hospital stay pre ECMO
The timing of ECMO initiation was and is a matter of
debate. In a joint study by a French hospital and two
Australian hospitals [26] the time from ICU admission
to ECMO initiation was an independent predictor of
death, and this was confirmed by a Swiss study [27]. In
our study, each additional hospital day before ECMO
initiation was associated with a 10% increase in mortal-
ity. One possible explanation might be that any ventila-
tor day before ECMO may increase lung trauma and
promotes multiple organ failure.

a

b

c

Fig 1 PRESET-Score in ARDS patients requiring ECMO therapy. a Distribution of values in relation to the observed ICU mortality rate (solid line) at
each value. b ROC curve in the internal validation group (n = 82). c ROC curve in the external validation test set (n = 59). AUC area under the curve, ICU
intensive care unit, PRESET-Score PREdiction of Survival on ECMO Therapy-Score, ROC receiver operating characteristic

Hilder et al. Critical Care  (2017) 21:301 Page 7 of 11
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Roch Score

center. These simple criteria can be included in a simple
score to help clinicians make decisions regarding whether
to treat patients with ECMO.

Our study is the first to analyze prognostic factors
prior to ECMO in patients who have all been cannulated
in distant hospitals. This population is likely to represent
the majority of patients considered for ECMO in the
future. Those patients are often considered for ECMO
under rescue conditions, and the decision to initiate
ECMO is often difficult. Our results show that simple
criteria can be useful in predicting the prognosis in those
patients despite the rapid evolution of their organ dys-
functions. Another strength of the present study is that it
only includes patients with ARDS. Previous studies have

frequently mixed patients with ARDS and cardiogenic
shock [3, 5, 28–30], whereas these diseases are likely to
affect different populations and to have different prog-
nostic factors.

Most studies have shown that ECMO can be applied
with encouraging survival rates [2–8]. Although the 56 %
mortality rate found in the present study is in agreement
with most other studies, some studies have reported lower
rates. In the CESAR trial [9], 63 % of patients treated
with ECMO survived. Of note, most of our patients had
pneumonia with severe septic shock requiring vasopres-
sors, and half of them required renal replacement therapy
during the ICU stay, which has been shown to have an
important prognostic impact in ECMO patients [31, 32].
Moreover, mortality rate is most likely largely influenced
by indications and contraindications defined by each
center. In the present study, indications were quite liberal
regarding the evolution of organ dysfunctions, making it
possible to accurately evaluate their prognostic impact.
To date, decision criteria given for ECMO initiation in
guidelines and studies are still undefined. Nevertheless, a
recent study [18] showed that the application of new
criteria based on Extracorporeal Life Support Organiza-
tion (ELSO) guidelines [33] resulted in a higher mortality
compared with previous criteria used at the same center,
suggesting a strong influence of these criteria on the
reported outcomes.

Studies, some with large numbers of patients, have
identified early prognostic factors in patients treated with
ECMO [3, 5, 18, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35]. The analysis of the
ELSO multicenter database has notably identified age as a
pre-ECMO factor associated with prognosis in patients
with acute respiratory failure [5]. For this reason, only a
few patients over 60 years of age are treated with ECMO
[5, 9, 18]. Recently, Schmidt et al. [35] reported that age
over 45 years was associated with a higher mortality. In
the present study, we also observed that patients less than
45 years old had a markedly better prognosis and that
outcome was independent of other organ dysfunctions in
those very young patients. This important finding suggests
that ECMO should not be contraindicated on the basis of
organ dysfunction in young patients.

We found that the SOFA score before ECMO was
associated with mortality. The SOFA score is simple to
calculate and has been validated as a marker of organ dys-
function and of mortality in large multicenter studies in
different patient populations [36]. In a cohort of 45 patients
treated with ECMO for respiratory or heart failure, Wu et al.
[29] suggested the prognostic value of SOFA calculated
before ECMO. Recently, Lindskov et al. [18] showed that
the SOFA score calculated at day 1 after ECMO initiation
was predictive of death. In this latter study, a SOFA score of
10 or less was associated with 90 % survival. In the study by
Wu et al. [29], the mean SOFA score before ECMO was
14 ± 4 in ARDS patients, whereas it was 10 ± 3 in our
study. However, as in the study by Lindskov et al. [18],

Table 3 Hospital mortality score calculated with parameters
available just before ECMO initiation

Parameter Partial score psi

SOFA
\9 0
9–11 1
C12 2

Age
\45 years 0
C45 years 1

Influenza pneumonia
Yes 0
No 1

Total score 0–4

A higher score was associated with higher hospital mortality
SOFA sequential organ failure assessment

Fig. 3 Kaplan–Meier estimates of cumulative probabilities of
survival for patients with pre-ECMO score classes 0–2 (n = 58),
and 3–4 (n = 27). ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
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associated with mortality. The SOFA score is simple to
calculate and has been validated as a marker of organ dys-
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different patient populations [36]. In a cohort of 45 patients
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[29] suggested the prognostic value of SOFA calculated
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Enger Model- UKR Pre-ECMO Score

Discussion
In this large study regarding mortality prediction in ALF
patients with vvECMO support, we found that both
the PRESERVE and ECMOnet score were suboptimal
to predict mortality accurately in our population. Two
novel risk models were developed showing improved
predictive ability. The addition of parameters available
the first day after ECMO initiation enhanced mortality
prediction. The combination of predictors found to be
associated with the most optimal risk prediction in this
study add evidence to the hypothesis that high comorbid-
ity and unresponsive respiratory failure are important
determinants of mortality following vvECMO support.

Pre-existing tools for predicting mortality
The SOFA score was designed for and has become
well-integrated in clinical practice as an easily available
bedside tool to evaluate organ failure/dysfunction over
time in ICU patients. As recently described, a high pre-
ECMO SOFA score has been associated with a higher
mortality risk [13].
The ECMOnet score is an additive score (range 0 to 10)

based on baseline characteristics of 60 patients with severe
ARDS due to suspected or confirmed H1N1-influenza
virus infection [6]. In our study population, the ECMOnet
score did not show better discrimination than the SOFA
score. Comparison of original and recalibrated estimates
revealed considerable differences between the study popu-
lations, but continued poor discrimination after recalibra-
tion indicated that the combination of predictors was not

Table 4 Novel mortality prediction models for ALF-patients receiving ECMO support
Coefficient OR 95% CI

Model 1 (pre-ECMO)

Age (per five years) 0.176 1.193 (1.148 to 1.239)

Immunocompromised state 0.958 2.605 (1.316 to 5.158)

Minute ventilation (L/minute) 0.098 1.103 (1.014 to 1.199)

Pre-ECMO hemoglobin (g/dL) −0.182 0.834 (0.728 to 0.954)

Pre-ECMO lactate (mmol/L) 0.013 1.013 (1.004 to 1.023)

Intercept −2.083

Model 2 (Day 1)

Age (per five years) 0.184 1.202 (1.148 to 1.258)

Immunocompromised state 1.093 2.984 (1.394 to 6.391)

Minute ventilation (L/minute) 0.137 1.147 (1.030 to 1.276)

Pre-ECMO hemoglobin (g/dL) −0.208 0.812 (0.696 to 0.947)

Day 1 FiO2 (per 10%) 0.264 1.302 (1.232 to 1.376)

Day 1 fibrinogen (mg/dL) −0.002 0.998 (0.996 to 0.999)

Day 1 norepinephrine (μg/minute/10 kg) 0.159 1.172 (0.980 to 1.401)

Day 1 C-reactive protein (mg/L) −0.004 0.996 (0.992 to 0.999)

Intercept −1.893

ALF, acute lung failure; CI, confidence interval; ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; FiO2, fraction of inspired oxygen; OR, odds ratio.

Figure 1 Comparison of the receiver-operating curves for all
risk prediction tools (n = 241). Neither the ECMOnet nor the
PRESERVE score had significantly better discrimination compared to
the SOFA score (P= 0.67 and 0.25, respectively). Model 1 improved
discrimination compared to the SOFA and the ECMOnet score (P= 0.03
and 0.009, respectively). Addition of parameters available one day after
ECMO initiation further enhanced discrimination compared to both
Model 1 and the PRESERVE score (P= 0.03 and P= 0.003, respectively).
Further statistical comparison is given in Table 2. ECMO, extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment.
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Figure 1 Comparison of the receiver-operating curves for all
risk prediction tools (n = 241). Neither the ECMOnet nor the
PRESERVE score had significantly better discrimination compared to
the SOFA score (P= 0.67 and 0.25, respectively). Model 1 improved
discrimination compared to the SOFA and the ECMOnet score (P= 0.03
and 0.009, respectively). Addition of parameters available one day after
ECMO initiation further enhanced discrimination compared to both
Model 1 and the PRESERVE score (P= 0.03 and P= 0.003, respectively).
Further statistical comparison is given in Table 2. ECMO, extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation; SOFA, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment.
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RESP Score

calculated for the 1,021 patients who had
incomplete data and had not initially
been included in the score development
(Figure 3).

Internal validation of the RESP score
demonstrated reasonable discrimination
(c = 0.73 [95% CI, 0.71–0.75]) and good
calibration with a Hosmer-Lemeshow C
statistic of 12.81 (P = 0.12). In addition,
despite an improvement in survival from
52% to 60% between the early time period
cohort (n = 891; 2000–2008) and the

late time period cohort (n = 2,355;
2009–2012), respectively, the RESP score
exhibited similar performance across both
periods (c = 0.75 [95% CI, 0.72–0.78]
in 2000–2008 and c = 0.73 [95% CI,
0.70–0.75] in 2009–2012, respectively) (see
Figure E2). Performance of the RESP score
in the 260 patients with viral pneumonia,
of whom 183 (70%) were also subcategorized
as due to influenza, was compared with
other diagnoses (see Figure E3). Performance
was similar in both groups, with an area

under the ROC curve of 0.73 (95% CI,
0.65–0.80) in the viral pneumonia group
and 0.73 (95% CI, 0.71–0.76) in the other
diagnostic groups, respectively.

Predicted hospital survival in the
external validation cohort according to the
RESP score is described in Figure 1B.
Overall observed survival was much lower
in risk class V and VI (i.e., RESP score <
22) than in risk class III, II, and I
(i.e., RESP score > 21) (15.5 vs. 91.5%,
respectively). The external validation of the
RESP score on the PRESERVE dataset
exhibited excellent performance (c = 0.92
[95% CI, 0.89–0.97]) in contrast to much
poorer discrimination of the SAPS II (c =
0.60 [95% CI, 0.51–0.70]) and SOFA scores
(c = 0.58 [95% CI, 0.48–0.67]) in the
PRESERVE data. Graphic representation
of the RESP score, SAPS II, and SOFA
discrimination performance is shown in
Figure E4.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the largest report
of patients who have received ECMO for
severe acute respiratory failure and
comprises 2,355 patients from multiple
countries over a 13-year period. This large
population has allowed creation of a well-
calibrated and discriminatory survival
model comprising twelve pre-ECMO
variables (RESP score; http://www.
respscore.com).

Prognostic Factors of Hospital
Discharge
Our study suggests that the diagnosis group
has a strong impact on survival. Although
scarce (35 cases in 12 yr), ECMO for acute
severe asthma exhibited a very high survival
rate (33 of 35, 94%). Similarly, viral
pneumonia was independently associated
with hospital survival (odds ratio, 2.26; 95%
CI, 1.62–3.14; P , 0.0001) (Table 2) and
thus highly weighted in the RESP score
(Table 3). Forty percent (104 of 260) of the
cases of viral pneumonia were recorded in
2009 and are likely caused by influenza A
(H1N1). The Australian and New Zealand
Intensive Care Society (3), the British (4),
and the French REVA groups (10) all
reported low mortality (25–36%) despite
extreme clinical severity at the time of the
ECMO establishment (e.g., median PaO2

/FIO2

ratio to 56 mm Hg despite 18 cm H2O of
positive end-expiratory pressure and median

Table 3: The RESP Score at ECMO Initiation

Parameter Score

Age, yr
18 to 49 0
50 to 59 22
>60 23

Immunocompromised status* 22
Mechanical ventilation prior to initiation of ECMO
,48 h 3
48 h to 7 d 1
.7 d 0

Acute respiratory diagnosis group (select only one)
Viral pneumonia 3
Bacterial pneumonia 3
Asthma 11
Trauma and burn 3
Aspiration pneumonitis 5
Other acute respiratory diagnoses 1
Nonrespiratory and chronic respiratory diagnoses 0

Central nervous system dysfunction† 27
Acute associated (nonpulmonary) infection‡ 23
Neuromuscular blockade agents before ECMO 1
Nitric oxide use before ECMO 21
Bicarbonate infusion before ECMO 22
Cardiac arrest before ECMO 22
PaCO2

, mm Hg
,75 0
>75 21

Peak inspiratory pressure, cm H2O
,42 0
>42 21

Total score 222 to 15

Hospital Survival by Risk Class

Total RESP Score Risk Class Survival

>6 I 92%
3 to 5 II 76%
21 to 2 III 57%
25 to 22 IV 33%
<26 V 18%

Definition of abbreviations: ECMO = extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; RESP = Respiratory
ECMO Survival Prediction.
An online calculator is available at www.respscore.com.
*“Immunocompromised” is defined as hematological malignancies, solid tumor, solid organ
transplantation, human immunodeficiency virus, and cirrhosis.
† “Central nervous system dysfunction” diagnosis combined neurotrauma, stroke, encephalopathy,
cerebral embolism, and seizure and epileptic syndrome.
‡ “Acute associated (nonpulmonary) infection” is defined as another bacterial, viral, parasitic, or fungal
infection that did not involve the lung.
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calculated for the 1,021 patients who had
incomplete data and had not initially
been included in the score development
(Figure 3).

Internal validation of the RESP score
demonstrated reasonable discrimination
(c = 0.73 [95% CI, 0.71–0.75]) and good
calibration with a Hosmer-Lemeshow C
statistic of 12.81 (P = 0.12). In addition,
despite an improvement in survival from
52% to 60% between the early time period
cohort (n = 891; 2000–2008) and the

late time period cohort (n = 2,355;
2009–2012), respectively, the RESP score
exhibited similar performance across both
periods (c = 0.75 [95% CI, 0.72–0.78]
in 2000–2008 and c = 0.73 [95% CI,
0.70–0.75] in 2009–2012, respectively) (see
Figure E2). Performance of the RESP score
in the 260 patients with viral pneumonia,
of whom 183 (70%) were also subcategorized
as due to influenza, was compared with
other diagnoses (see Figure E3). Performance
was similar in both groups, with an area

under the ROC curve of 0.73 (95% CI,
0.65–0.80) in the viral pneumonia group
and 0.73 (95% CI, 0.71–0.76) in the other
diagnostic groups, respectively.

Predicted hospital survival in the
external validation cohort according to the
RESP score is described in Figure 1B.
Overall observed survival was much lower
in risk class V and VI (i.e., RESP score <
22) than in risk class III, II, and I
(i.e., RESP score > 21) (15.5 vs. 91.5%,
respectively). The external validation of the
RESP score on the PRESERVE dataset
exhibited excellent performance (c = 0.92
[95% CI, 0.89–0.97]) in contrast to much
poorer discrimination of the SAPS II (c =
0.60 [95% CI, 0.51–0.70]) and SOFA scores
(c = 0.58 [95% CI, 0.48–0.67]) in the
PRESERVE data. Graphic representation
of the RESP score, SAPS II, and SOFA
discrimination performance is shown in
Figure E4.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the largest report
of patients who have received ECMO for
severe acute respiratory failure and
comprises 2,355 patients from multiple
countries over a 13-year period. This large
population has allowed creation of a well-
calibrated and discriminatory survival
model comprising twelve pre-ECMO
variables (RESP score; http://www.
respscore.com).

Prognostic Factors of Hospital
Discharge
Our study suggests that the diagnosis group
has a strong impact on survival. Although
scarce (35 cases in 12 yr), ECMO for acute
severe asthma exhibited a very high survival
rate (33 of 35, 94%). Similarly, viral
pneumonia was independently associated
with hospital survival (odds ratio, 2.26; 95%
CI, 1.62–3.14; P , 0.0001) (Table 2) and
thus highly weighted in the RESP score
(Table 3). Forty percent (104 of 260) of the
cases of viral pneumonia were recorded in
2009 and are likely caused by influenza A
(H1N1). The Australian and New Zealand
Intensive Care Society (3), the British (4),
and the French REVA groups (10) all
reported low mortality (25–36%) despite
extreme clinical severity at the time of the
ECMO establishment (e.g., median PaO2

/FIO2

ratio to 56 mm Hg despite 18 cm H2O of
positive end-expiratory pressure and median

Table 3: The RESP Score at ECMO Initiation

Parameter Score

Age, yr
18 to 49 0
50 to 59 22
>60 23

Immunocompromised status* 22
Mechanical ventilation prior to initiation of ECMO
,48 h 3
48 h to 7 d 1
.7 d 0

Acute respiratory diagnosis group (select only one)
Viral pneumonia 3
Bacterial pneumonia 3
Asthma 11
Trauma and burn 3
Aspiration pneumonitis 5
Other acute respiratory diagnoses 1
Nonrespiratory and chronic respiratory diagnoses 0

Central nervous system dysfunction† 27
Acute associated (nonpulmonary) infection‡ 23
Neuromuscular blockade agents before ECMO 1
Nitric oxide use before ECMO 21
Bicarbonate infusion before ECMO 22
Cardiac arrest before ECMO 22
PaCO2

, mm Hg
,75 0
>75 21

Peak inspiratory pressure, cm H2O
,42 0
>42 21

Total score 222 to 15

Hospital Survival by Risk Class

Total RESP Score Risk Class Survival

>6 I 92%
3 to 5 II 76%
21 to 2 III 57%
25 to 22 IV 33%
<26 V 18%

Definition of abbreviations: ECMO = extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; RESP = Respiratory
ECMO Survival Prediction.
An online calculator is available at www.respscore.com.
*“Immunocompromised” is defined as hematological malignancies, solid tumor, solid organ
transplantation, human immunodeficiency virus, and cirrhosis.
† “Central nervous system dysfunction” diagnosis combined neurotrauma, stroke, encephalopathy,
cerebral embolism, and seizure and epileptic syndrome.
‡ “Acute associated (nonpulmonary) infection” is defined as another bacterial, viral, parasitic, or fungal
infection that did not involve the lung.
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RESP Score

despite a transient improvement in
oxygenation in adults with ARDS, no
survival benefit or reduction in ventilator-
free days has been observed with inhaled
nitric oxide (33). Moreover, it was even
associated with a higher mortality within
the RESP score. Prone positioning is not
currently collected in the ELSO registry. Of
note, only 49% and 20% of the patients in
our study were recorded as receiving
neuromuscular blockers or nitric oxide,
respectively. Interestingly, use of
neuromuscular blocking agents before
ECMO was associated with a better in-
hospital survival (Table 2), and then
translated into a positive score in the RESP
score (Table 3). Papazian and coworkers
(32) demonstrated that 48 hours of
intravenous cisatracurium besylate
significantly improved outcomes of patients
with ARDS. However, we were not able to
specify the timing and the duration of the
neuromuscular blockers received before
ECMO institution in our study.

The RESP Score
The main objective of this study was to
develop and validate a robust predictive
survival score model on a large international
population. Potential roles for such scores
include helping clinicians select appropriate

candidates for ECMO, informing family
members of likely prognosis, and facilitating
risk-adjusted comparison of center-specific
outcomes. Several predictive mortality
risk models are currently available. The
ECMOnet score, published by the Italian
network in 2012, was first developed on 60
patients with influenza A(H1N1)-associated
ARDS and was secondarily validated on
a cohort of 74 influenza A(H1N1)
international patients. This score was
developed and validated on a specific ARDS
population, which may be a barrier to
widespread use of this score with other
diagnoses. Recently, the PRESERVE score
was constructed from 140 ECMO-treated
patients with ARDS admitted to three
French ICUs (9). Although highly
discriminatory with an area under the ROC
curve of 0.89 (95% CI, 0.83–0.94) in the
derivation set, no external validation was
performed and it may therefore be subject
to “over-fitting.” It is notable that 4 of
12 items in the RESP score were also
present in the PRESERVE score: age,
immunocompromised status, mechanical
ventilation time before initiation of ECMO,
and PIP or plateau pressure.

The external validation of the RESP
score on the PRESERVE data exhibited
excellent performance (i.e., area under the

ROC curve 0.92 [95% CI, 0.89–0.97]),
which was considerably better than the
“classical” ICU severity scores, SAPS II and
SOFA. However, the scores were not
performed at the same time in the ICU
course (i.e., ICU admission vs. the day of
ECMO cannulation). A delay between
ICU admission and ECMO cannulation
may have further emphasized these
discrepancies in performance. Nevertheless,
our findings suggest that the RESP score
may be more useful than “classical” ICU
severity scores in decision making about
patients with severe respiratory failure
where ECMO has been considered.

Study Strengths and Limitations
Our study’s strengths are the large
international population studied, the
detailed pre-ECMO parameters on patients
with acute severe respiratory failure, and
a predictive survival model on ECMO
validated internally and externally on
various acute respiratory failure diagnosis
groups. However, there are some limitations.
First, the study lasts for a 13-year period
with an improvement of overall survival
between 2000 and 2008, and 2009 and 2012
(see Figure E2). During the past decade, new
generations of ECMO devices have been
developed (8) and a landmark randomized
trial has been published (5). Therefore, we
cannot exclude that global management of
ECMO for severe acute respiratory failure
may have changed during the study’s period
and may also change before the potential
application of the RESP score into clinical
practice. It is possible that the RESP score in
common with other scoring systems will lose
calibration over time and may need further
adaptation in future (34). However, because
nearly two-thirds (1,464 of 2,355) of the
patients used to construct the score were
from the most recent 4 years (2009–2012),
it is likely the RESP score reflects
contemporary clinical practices. Second,
although reporting one of the largest
populations of ECMO with adult acute
respiratory failure published to date, it is
worth noting that prone positioning use is
not reported in the pre-ECMO therapy
section of the ELSO registry. According to
the recent positive effect of prone
positioning in both the PROSEVA trial (31)
and the PRESERVE score (9), this omission
could have affected our results. Third, lung
infection without further details was
reported by 28% of the population. The
possible inclusion of patients with bacterial

Figure 2. Individual observed survival regarding the Respiratory Extracorporeal Membrane
Oxygenation Survival Prediction (RESP) score within 95% confidence interval. Each dot represents
the observed survival percentage in the study population (n = 2,355) used to derive the RESP score.
Curved dotted gray lines and curved black lines represent 95 and 99% confidence intervals,
respectively, for predicted survival at each score level.
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Effect of BMI

the 2 groups, but there was a trend toward an increased
rate of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and throm-
bosis in the morbidly obese group (25% versus 5%;
p ¼ 0.06). Survival to discharge was 67% and 58% in
the morbidly obese and non–morbidly obese groups,
respectively (p ¼ 0.74). In the subset of super obese
patients, recovery, hospital survival (p ¼ 0.07 versus the
non–morbidly obese group), and midterm survival were
100% (Table 4).

Comment

In this single-center cohort of patients with ARDS sup-
ported with ECMO, class III obesity was not associated
with worse outcomes. In fact, morbid obesity was asso-
ciated with a nominally improved survival, with a trend
toward statistical significance in the super obese patient
cohort.

Obesity is generally associated with increased risk for
significant comorbid illnesses, including diabetes [3–5],
hypertension [6, 7], and coronary artery disease [7–10].
However, despite the presence of higher incidences of
these comorbid illnesses, there is growing data to support
a protective effect of obesity compared with no obesity in
critical illnesses [11–15]. This likely explains why obesity
has not been associated with worse outcomes in
conventionally managed patients with ARDS [16–18].
Several postulates have been proposed to explain this

paradoxical protective effect, including more adequate
nutritional stores [19] and immune modulation by adi-
pose tissue [20]. We speculate, however, that it may be a
function of early failure of mechanical ventilation as a
result of chest wall restrictive mechanics, which has
been previously well described in morbidly obese pa-
tients [21–23]. Therefore morbidly obese patients offered
ECMO may have less severe parenchymal lung disease

Table 3. ECMO Variables

Variable
BMI <40 kg/m2

(n ¼ 43)
BMI "40 kg/m2

(n ¼ 12) p Value
BMI "50 kg/m2

(n ¼ 6) p Valuea

ECMO duration (d) 9 (IQR: 5–18) 14 (IQR: 6.5–16.5) 0.61 14.5 (IQR: 14–18) 0.17
Peripheral cannulation 41 (95%) 12 (100%) 1 6 (100%) 1
ECMO inflow

23 F 12 (28%) 2 (17%) 0.71 2 (33%) 1
25 F 20 (47%) 8 (67%) 0.33 3 (50%) 1
Other 1 (2%) 2 (17%) 0.12 1 (17%) 0.23

ECMO outflow
19 F 3 (7%) 0 (0%) 1 0 (0%) 1
21 F 30 (70%) 9 (75%) 1 4 (67%) 1
Other 0 (0%) 2 (17%) 0.04 1 (17%) 0.12

Dual-lumen cannula 8 (19%) 1 (8%) 0.67 1 (17%) 1
Central cannulation (right atrium

to pulmonary artery)
2 (5%) 0 (0%) 1 0 (0%) 1

a Compared with BMI< 40 kg/m2.

BMI ¼ body mass index; ECMO ¼ extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; IQR ¼ interquartile range.

Table 4. Outcomes

Variable
BMI <40 kg/m2

(n ¼ 43)
BMI "40 kg/m2

(n ¼ 12) p Value
BMI "50 kg/m2

(n ¼ 6) p Valuea

Intensive care unit LOS (d) 15.5 (IQR: 6–37.5) 28 (IQR: 13.5–46.5) 0.35 33 (IQR: 25–45) 0.13
Hospital LOS (d) 28 (IQR: 7–55) 35 (IQR: 13.5–50) 0.77 42 (IQR: 31–45) 0.22
Weaned from ECMO 27 (63%) 9 (75%) 0.51 6 (100%) 0.16

Bridge to recovery 26 (60%) 9 (75%) 0.50 6 (100%) 0.08
Bridge to transplantation 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 1 0 (0%) 1

Complications
Major bleeding/thrombosis 13 (30%) 5 (42%) 0.50 3 (50%) 0.38
HITT 2 (5%) 3 (25%) 0.06 1 (17%) 0.33
CVA 3 (7%) 1 (8%) 1 0 (0%) 1
Hospital or 30-d mortality 18 (42%) 4 (33%) 0.74 0 (0%) 0.07

a Compared with BMI < 40 kg/m2.

BMI = body mass index; CVA ¼ cerebrovascular accident; ECMO ¼ extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; HITT ¼ heparin-induced
thrombocytopenia and thrombosis; LOS ¼ length of stay.

1858 KON ET AL Ann Thorac Surg
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Understanding the balance
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status was consistently associated with a poorer outcome
in four out of the seven models [6, 27, 54, 56]. For
instance, chronic immunosuppression was associated with
increased mortality both in Enger et al.’s [54] score (OR
2.6, 95% CI 1.3–5.2) and the VV-ECMO [56] mortality
score (OR 2.9, 95% CI 1.1–7.9). Liu et al. [55] found an
underlying lung disease (i.e. COPD, interstitial lung
disease and lung cancer) to be an independent risk factor
for mortality (OR 12.2, 95% CI 1.2–122.2; p = 0.033). In no
other models were co-morbidities such as chronic organ
dysfunction or diabetes identified as associated with
poorer outcome. However, there were so few patients with
these conditions that it is difficult to raise any conclusion
about their impact on outcome.

Acute organ dysfunction
The number of pre-ECMO organ dysfunctions is unsur-
prisingly a significant predictive factor. In the Roch
et al., PRESERVE, Enger et al. and VV-ECMO mortality
scores [27, 28, 54, 56] the SOFA score was used as an
organ failure surrogate, whereas mean arterial pressure,
serum creatinine, bilirubin and haematocrit levels were
used in the ECMOnet score [53]. Lastly, pre-ECMO
central nervous system dysfunction was associated with
a poorer outcome in the RESP score [27]. In recent
retrospective cohorts, SOFA score > 15 was constantly
associated with higher mortality [56–58]. However, it is
worth noting that pre-ECMO neurological status
assessed by the Glasgow Coma Scale score is frequently
difficult to evaluate in these patients due to high-dose
sedative infusion, making reliability of this neurological
SOFA score section questionable [28].

Characteristics and management of respiratory failure
Management of mechanical ventilation and adjuvant ther-
apies for severe ARDS have greatly evolved during the last

decade [18–20, 22, 23]. Amongst the patient cohorts from
which scores have been developed, there was evidence of
variation in pre-ECMO management, which influenced
survival. For instance, only 49% of patients received pre-
ECMO neuromuscular blockade in the RESP study [27]
compared with all patients in Roch et al.’s cohort [28].
Pre-ECMO nitric oxide and prone positioning were used,
respectively, in 16 and 29% of patients in the ECMOnet
study [53] vs 90 and 60% in the PRESERVE cohort [6].
Despite the variation in reported use of pre-ECMO
adjuvant therapies, where these have been reported, the
studies have demonstrated both prone positioning and
provision of neuromuscular blockade to be associated
with improved survival. These findings are consistent with
non-ECMO literature [6, 27]. Duration of mechanical
ventilation pre ECMO over 7 days has been significantly
associated with a poor outcome in the RESP, the PRE-
SERVE and the VV-ECMO mortality scores [6, 27, 56].
Interestingly, although hypoxemia is a major factor, which
influences the decision to start VV-ECMO, no predictive
score has shown it to be predictive of survival. Potential
reasons for this include a direct effect of ECMO which re-
verses the adverse effects of hypoxia, bias induced by lack
of information on “equally hypoxic” patients who do not
receive ECMO or a type II statistical error as a result of
the studies being underpowered to detect a small adverse
effect from hypoxia. On the other hand, pre-ECMO direct
and indirect markers of reduced compliance (e.g. high
PaCO2, high peak inspiratory pressure, plateau
pressure > 30 mmHg or pre-ECMO barotrauma evidence)
were strongly associated with poor outcome in the PRE-
SERVE, RESP and VV-ECMO mortality scores [6, 27, 56].

Cause of respiratory failure
Aetiology is important in determining the prognosis of
ECMO-treated severe ARDS. Influenza-induced ARDS

Fig. 2 Pre-ECMO factors associated with mortality on VV-ECMO according to published predictive survival models. Red pyramid, risk factors; green
pyramid, protective factors: the higher the factor, the heavier impact on mortality according to published predictive survival models. ARDS acute
respiratory distress syndrome, MV mechanical ventilation, Pplat, plateau pressure PEEP positive end-expiratory pressure

Rozencwajg et al. Critical Care  (2016) 20:392 Page 7 of 10
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• Stratification and Outcome of ARDS (STANDARDS) 
Network

• Simplified score
– Age
– PaO2/FiO2

– APPS (Airway plateau pressure score)

• AUC 0.80 for score >7
• Outperforms APACHE II score (AUC 0.66)

Vilar J. Crit Care Med. 2016;44:1361-9.
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STANDARDS Network Score
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moderate/severe ARDS while they are ventilated with protec-
tive MV. We believe that APPS could serve several important 
purposes. First, it would allow clinicians working in the ICU 
environment to identify ARDS patients who are at the highest 
risk of death. Second, we speculate that APPS could facilitate 
the rapid implementation of clinical decisions that could alter 
ARDS management although future research using compara-
tive studies is needed to quantify whether the daily use of the 
model improves decision making and patient outcomes. Third, 
the APPS might identify patients in whom benefit from treat-
ment may be limited or disproportional to the resources used. 

On the other hand, some interventions may have greater benefit 
in patients with moderate risk severity (scores of 5–7 points). 
Finally, APPS could be used to select and stratify patients for 
enrollment into clinical trials moving us closer to “individu-
alized” or “precision” ARDS medicine (17). In that sense, our 
model is in line with a recent recommendation suggesting 
that a better identification of the ARDS patient population is 
the key for appropriate management and characterization of 
patient status (18).

Our findings are consistent with our previous exploratory 
findings (16) and with other reports (8, 14, 19, 20). Our results 
are in agreement with our previously published report on ter-
tile distribution in ARDS patients (16). In that report, we dem-
onstrated in 170 patients with moderate to severe ARDS that 
the three variables able to predict mortality in ARDS were the 
same as in the current article. Although the tertile ranges were 
not exactly the same, the difference between that data and our 
current data is less than 10%. What had not been recognized is 
the collective importance of the individual tertiles within each 
variable. As we enter the era of “big data,” we can be assured 
that such tools will be encountered with increasing frequency. 
Although useful as a risk stratification tool, our approach may 
provide a better understanding of pathophysiology and poten-
tially a better methodology for reduction of clinical heteroge-
neity, given the history of failed clinical trials in ARDS. Our 
findings illustrate that ARDS cannot be viewed as a homoge-
neous disorder. On the contrary, when scoring patients after  
24 hours of usual care, patients were grouped more uniformly 
in three categories of increasing mortality that were also asso-
ciated with increasing lung dysfunction. In this sense, ARDS 
trials may have failed simply because of an overly broad range 
of mortality because there are multiple subsets of patients 
within the syndrome of ARDS.

Figure 1. Receiving operating characteristic curves for age, PaO2/FIO2, and plateau pressure score (APPS) versus Acute Physiology and Chronic Health 
Evaluation (APACHE) II score. A, Derivation cohort: area under the curve was 0.755 (95% CI, 0.699–0.811) for APPS versus 0.633 (95% CI, 0.567–
0.699) for APACHE II (p < 0.00001). B, Validation cohort: area under the curve was 0.800 (95% CI, 0.750–0.850) for APPS versus 0.660 (95% CI, 
0.598–0.722) for APACHE II (p < 0.000001).

TABLE 3. A 9-Point Acute Respiratory 
Distress Syndrome Outcome Score (Age, 
PaO2 /FIO2 , and Plateau Pressure Score)

Variables Range of Values Score

Age, yr < 47 1

47–66 2

> 66 3

PaO2/FIO2, mm Hg > 158 1

105–158 2

< 105 3

Plateau pressure, 
cm H2O

< 27 1

27–30 2

> 30 3

Total score 3–9

Total score is equal to the sum of the points for each category of high-risk 
tertiles, based on the values at 24 hr after acute respiratory distress syndrome 
diagnosis.

Copyright © 2016 by the Society of Critical Care Medicine and Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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In general, outcome of ARDS patients is worse with increas-
ing age (19). Patients with more severe lung disease tend to have 
lower PaO

2
/FIO

2
 ratios (12–14). In our model, a PaO

2
/FIO

2
 less than 

105 mm Hg calculated under a standardized ventilatory setting at 
24 hours after ARDS diagnosis identified a subgroup of patients 
with an absolute mortality that was almost double that of those 
with a PaO

2
/FIO

2
 ratio greater than 158 mm Hg (p < 0.0001). Also, 

it is well established that there is a direct relationship between pla-
teau pressure and mortality (20). In many epidemiologic studies 
that have used the American-European Consensus Conference 
definition (21) or the Berlin criteria (22, 23), the impact of plateau 
pressure on outcome was not evaluated. In our series, patients 
with a plateau pressure greater than 30 cm H

2
O at 24 hours after 

ARDS diagnosis had a risk of dying that was more than double 
that of those with a plateau pressure less than 27 cm H

2
O.

As a general rule, all prediction models can only at their best 
predict the behavior of a group of patients that exactly match 
the patients in the development population. All medical deci-
sions are ambiguous and cannot be both 100% sensitive and 
100% specific. Since APPS functioned well in both the deriva-
tion and validation cohorts, we expect that APPS will function 
equally as well when applied to all patients with moderate or 
severe ARDS ventilated in a lung-protective manner, regardless 
of etiology or comorbidities.

Risk stratification using tertiles is a common practice in 
other fields of medicine (24–27). By evaluating physiologic 
variables and biomarkers, studies have revealed that tertile 

stratification can predict a pro-
file associated with the greatest 
or the lowest risk for a selected 
outcome of a specific disease, 
as we found in our model. The 
APPS allows the expression 
of clinical values in ordinal 
range categories, akin to how 
clinicians routinely categorize 
patients into risk groups, and 
detects useful information 
about the overall population 
that may not be as evident 
when evaluating the mean val-
ues of those variables.

The present study has sev-
eral strengths. First, it included 
all consecutive patients who 
meet criteria for moderate and 
severe ARDS. Second, APPS 
was described and tested on 
patients in a multidisciplinary 
network of teaching hospi-
tals, not just one single health 
center. Third, we validated our 
model with a large indepen-
dent cohort of patients with 
moderate and severe ARDS. 
Fourth, our prediction model 

is simple and stable and combines variables of potentially 
modifiable severity (plateau pressure and PaO

2
/FIO

2
) and a non-

modifiable risk factor (age) that are readily quantified at the 
bedside. Finally, APPS outperformed APACHE II in predicting 
hospital mortality. However, despite the strengths of our study, 
we acknowledge potential limitations of our findings. First, it 
is plausible that additional variables that improve the predic-
tion of hospital outcome may be identified in future studies 
and need to be added to APPS. Second, the actual ranges of 
each of the APPS tertiles may vary as more patient data are 
analyzed, as noted when our earlier tertile stratification data 
are compared with our current data. In spite of this, APPS rep-
resents a framework upon which to build a highly robust pre-
diction model. Third, we cannot expect that our approach for 
risk stratification to hold for patients ventilated in a non–lung-
protective manner since it is clear that MV with large VT and 
high plateau pressures causes ventilator-induced lung injury 
on top of the preexisting ARDS (28), and we do not expect our 
approach to predict outcomes in that setting.

In conclusion, a simple 9-point score based on age, oxygen-
ation, and ventilatory data calculated at 24 hours after ARDS 
diagnosis, while patients were on lung-protective MV, discrim-
inates well between groups of patients at high or low risk of in-
hospital mortality. Whether APPS will prove to be as useful in 
real time as other scores (29, 30) for predicting prognosis with 
high probability, for quality improvement, and for research in 
ARDS patients remains to be seen.

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier 60-day probability of survival curves for the combined population of 600 acute 
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) patients. Patients were classified in three phenotypes according to their 
age, PaO2/FIO2, and plateau pressure score (< 5, 5–7, and > 7 points). Most deaths occurred within the first  
15 d of inclusion into the study.

Vilar J. Crit Care Med. 2016;44:1361-9.



Murray Score
• Quadrants of consolidation (0-4)
• PaO2/FiO2 ratio (0-4)
• PEEP (0-4)
• Pulmonary compliance (0-4)

– VT/(PIP-PEEP)
• ELSO transfer recommendation

– 2.5 consider ECMO referral
– 3.0 ECMO referral

37
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Hail CESAR? 2009
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“La morte di Cesare” Vincenzo Camuccini (1804)



CESAR Key points

• Inclusion
– Severe but potentially reversible respiratory failure:

• Murray score >2.5
• Uncompensated hypercapnea with pH<7.20

– 18-65 y/o
– Duration of high pressure and/or high FiO2 ventilation 

<7 days
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CESAR Key points
• Referral to ECMO Center v. Conventional 

Management
• Unfortunately other differences in care

– Increased steroid use (84% v. 64%)
– Increased use of MARS (17% v 0%)
– Less HFOV (7% v. 14%)
– Low volume Low pressure ventilation (93% v. 70%)
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CESAR Result

Articles

www.thelancet.com   Vol 374   October 17, 2009    1355

steroids), primary and secondary out comes, and 
compliance with the low-volume low-pressure venti-
lation strategy (pressure plateau or positive inspiratory 
pressure less than 30 cm H2O). We collected these data 
for patients on ECMO, in addition to ECMO manage-
ment information (cannulation, fl ow, pressure, device, 
and complications).

The primary outcome measure was death or severe 
dis ability at 6 months after randomisation (defi ned as 
death by 6 months or before discharge from hospital at 
any time to the end of data collection). Severe disability 
was defi ned as confi nement to bed and inability to wash 
or dress alone; according to this defi nition, all patients 
were severely disabled at randomisation, but no patients  
were disabled before they became ill and entered the 
study. Secondary outcomes were duration of ventilation; 
use of high-frequency oscillation, or jet ventilation; use 
of nitric oxide; prone positioning; use of steroids; 
duration of stay in intensive care; and duration of 
hospital stay. For patients receiving ECMO only, 
secondary outcomes also included method of ECMO 
(venovenous or venoarterial), duration of ECMO, blood 
fl ow, and sweep fl ow. Health status at 6 months after 
randomisation was assessed from activities of daily 
living, quality of life, respiratory symptoms, cognitive 
psychological state, and lung function. 

At the 6-month follow-up, testing was done in the 
patients’ homes by trained researchers who were masked 
to treatment allocation. Patients and their relatives were 
instructed not to reveal which treatment had been used. 
A scarf was used to cover the neck, thereby masking 
cannulation status. Assessment was done by SF-36,21 
EuroQol-5 dimensions (EQ-5D),22 St George’s hospital 
respiratory questionnaire,23 hospital anxiety and 
depression scale,24 and mini-mental state examination,25 
and specifi c questions were asked about sleep from the 
functional limitation profi le.26 If applicable, we measured 
eff ects on the carer using the carer strain index.27 Lung 
function was assessed by spirometry. Upper arm 
movements were assessed because restriction had been 
noted after ECMO previously.13 A modifi ed assessment 
was done in hospital for patients who had not been 
discharged. If a home visit was unacceptable, patients 
were off ered a telephone interview or postal 
questionnaire. For those refusing this option, permission 
was requested for information to be sought from their 
general practitioner.

Economic evaluation
We designed the study to allow for analysis of both cost-
eff ectiveness and cost-utility from the perspectives of the 
publicly funded health and social-care sector, and from 
patients and their families or carers. Methods for the 
economic study have been extensively described 
previously.18 Data about patients’ transport and days in 
hospital at diff erent levels of care were gathered as events 
occurred during the trial. Data about patients’ use of 

health-care resources after discharge from hospital were 
gathered with a questionnaire designed for self-
completion during a 6-month follow-up visit. 

The costs of care received in critical care units, including 
the ECMO centre, were taken from a large, multicentre 
study of critical care unit expenditure and case-mix done 
concurrently with the CESAR trial in England, Scotland, 
and Northern Ireland.28 On the basis of this work and 
previous statistical analyses of the costs of critical care 
patients,29 case-mix-adjusted average costs per day within 
the critical care unit were weighted according to the 
number of organ systems that were being supported on 
that day; the number of organ systems being supported 
were recorded routinely during the trial. The average daily 
costs of participating critical care units (including the 
ECMO centre) were estimated with standard defi nitions 
according to critical care national cost block methodology 
with further allowance for capital equipment.30,31,32 Hospital 
overheads such as heating, lighting, and management 
costs were not included. Costs of the remaining time 
spent in hospital were estimated from previously 
published daily rates;33,34 unit costs of care after discharge 
were based on the same sources.
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Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier survival estimates
ECMO=extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. *Patients were randomly allocated to consideration for treatment 
by ECMO, but did not necessarily receive this treatment.

ECMO group 
(n=90)*

Conventional  management 
group (n=90)

All patients

Critical care (days) 24·0 (13·0–40·5)† 13·0 (11·0–16·0)

Hospital (days) 35·0 (15·6–74·0) 17·0 (4·8–45·3)

Patients who died‡

Critical care (days) 11·0 (2·0–28·0)† 5·0 (2·0–13·5)

Hospital (days) 15·0 (3·0–40·5) 5·0 (2·0–13·5)

Data are median (IQR). ECMO=extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. *Patients 
were randomly allocated to consideration for treatment by ECMO, but did not 
necessarily receive this treatment. †Excludes one patient whose notes are still 
with the coroner. ‡Data for 33 patients receiving extracorporeal membrane 
oxygenation, and 45 patients receiving conventional management.

Table 4: Length of stay
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Effect of Center Volume
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innovation in available ECMO technology
and expansion of ECMO provision for
adults (2008–2013), the volume–outcome
relationship persists in the analysis of adults
but not in the neonatal and pediatric
populations.

Our findings for pediatric ECMO
diverge somewhat from other analyses,
which found a statistically significant
difference in neonatal and pediatric ECMO
mortality for higher- versus lower-volume
hospitals when considering cases from 2004
to 2011 (16). Our study may have yielded
distinct findings because of differences
in our analytic approach. We used
a hierarchical logistic regression, which
is the recommended model to test for
volume–outcome relationships because it
permits investigators to properly account
for nonindependence of observations

within hospitals in any given year and
within hospitals over time (21, 33). On
finding that our results differed from those
published previously, we applied the same
single-level (nonhierarchical) logistic
regression model used in those studies
(15, 16). Our single-level logistic regression
analysis found a statistically significant
difference between neonatal and pediatric
ECMO mortality at higher- versus lower-
volume hospitals. This reconciliation of the
findings from different datasets illustrates
the importance of methodologic
considerations in analyses of data across
multiple institutions and over multiple
years. Based on recommendations in the
literature, we believe that our hierarchical
approach is more robust than a single-level
model and also yields more conservative
findings.

In the 1989–2013 period, stratified
sensitivity analyses that limited the study
population by ECMO cannulation mode
and then ECMO support type were not
substantively different from the primary
analysis. In the 2008–2013 period, the
sensitivity analysis diverged from the
primary findings for adults. When we
limited our analysis to adult patients
receiving cardiac ECMO support, there
was a statistically significant association
between higher age group–specific hospital
ECMO volume and lower mortality. When
the analysis was limited to venovenous-
respiratory ECMO support, there was no
association between volume and outcome.
This result is similar to the findings of
a pediatric study on ECMO hospital
volume and patient mortality (15), which
suggested that the volume–outcome
association was restricted to patients
requiring cardiac ECMO.

Study Limitations
Registry-based studies have inherent
limitations specific to the chosen registry.
We designed this study to mitigate such
limitations. The ELSO Registry does not
contain a severity of illness score, but
contains component data included in
existing severity of illness measures,
such as blood pH, PaCO2

, and PF ratio
(25). The registry also documents age and
secondary diagnoses, such as acute renal
failure and comorbid conditions, which
are part of severity of illness measures
(34–36).

These variables were included in the
model to adjust for the case-mix at each
hospital, but it is likely that there is some
further case-mix variance unexplained by

Table 3. Adjusted Odds of In-Hospital Mortality by Age Group and Annual ECMO Volume Category

Adjusted Mortality Odds Ratio (95% CI)
Period Annual Hospital ECMO Volume Neonate Pediatric Adult

1989–2013 1–5 Referent Referent Referent
6–14 0.86 (0.75–0.98) 0.99 (0.86–1.13) 0.81 (0.66–0.995)
15–30 0.74 (0.63–0.88) 0.86 (0.73–1.01) 0.75 (0.59–0.94)
.30 0.69 (0.56–0.84) 0.89 (0.69–1.14) 0.61 (0.48–0.79)

2008–2013 1–5 Referent Referent Referent
6–14 1.01 (0.79–1.28) 1.03 (0.84–1.25) 0.82 (0.64–1.05)
15–30 0.94 (0.70–1.25) 0.92 (0.73–1.16) 0.72 (0.55–0.96)
.30 0.65 (0.42–1.01) 0.85 (0.57–1.28) 0.61 (0.46–0.80)

Definition of abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; ECMO= extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.
The adjusted odds ratio reflects findings from models that included hospital- and patient-level demographic and pre-ECMO clinical variables (see
METHODS); all analyses were performed with a hierarchical logistic regression model to account for patient-level and hospital-level variance.
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Figure 2. Adjusted odds of in-hospital mortality among patients receiving ECMO support when
volume is modeled continuously, 1989–2013. Hospital ECMO volume is defined as the age
group–specific number of patients treated with ECMO per year. The adjusted odds of death are
presented relative to the lowest-volume hospitals in each age group. The dashed lines represent the
upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals for the estimated volume-specific point
estimates. When volume is modeled as a continuous variable the P values are as follows: (A) neonatal,
P, 0.001; (B) pediatric, P = 0.006; and (C) adult, P, 0.001. ECMO= extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation.
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Diseases that do well
• Pneumonia

– Influenza/viral 

• Aspiration
• Pulmonary contusion
• Primary graft dysfunction following lung transplant
• Steroid responsive lung disease
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And those that don’t
• Profound septic shock
• Acute/subacute pulmonary fibrosis
• Irreversible lung injury (i.e. Bleomycin lung injury)
• Cryptogenic Organizing Pneumonia
• Debility/Immobility/Frailty
• MSOF
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Time for new data
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EOLIA:ECMO to rescue Lung Injury in severe ARDS

• RCT ECMO v. Conventional Care
• Conventional care
– VT 6mL/kg
– Plateau pressure 28-30cm H2O
– Allows iNO and prone ventilation
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EOLIA:ECMO to rescue Lung Injury in severe ARDS

• Inclusion
– ARDS
– MV <6days
– One of the three criteria following optimization

• PaO2/FiO2 < 50mmHg with FiO2>80% for >3h
• PaO2/FiO2 < 80mmHg with FiO2>80% for >6h
• pH <7.25 and PaCO2 >60mmHg for >6h with plat <32
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EOLIA:ECMO to rescue Lung Injury in severe ARDS

• Exclusion
– MV >7days
– BMI >45
– Chronic respiratory insufficiency
– HIT
– Oncologic disease not expected to survive 5yrs
– Moribund (SAPS II >90)
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EOLIA Results
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T h e  n e w  e ngl a nd  j o u r na l  o f  m e dic i n e

Adverse Events

One patient in each group died from complica-
tions related to ECMO cannulation. Patients in the 
ECMO group had significantly higher rates than 
those in the control group of severe thrombocy-
topenia (<20,000 platelets per cubic millimeter; 
27% vs. 16%; absolute risk difference, 11 percent-
age points; 95% CI, 0 to 21) and bleeding events 
leading to packed red-cell transfusion (46% vs. 
28%; absolute risk difference, 18 percentage points; 
95% CI, 6 to 30). The rate of ischemic stroke was 
lower in the ECMO group than in the control 
group (no patients vs. 5%; absolute risk difference, 
−5 percentage points; 95% CI, −10 to −2), but the 
rate of hemorrhagic stroke was similar in the two 
groups (Table 3, and Table S9 in the Supplemen-
tary Appendix). Rates of pneumothorax, ventila-
tor-associated pneumonia, and massive bleeding 
were similar in the two groups. Among all the 
patients who were treated with ECMO, the rate 
of bleeding was 53%, the rate of hematoma at the 
cannula-insertion site was 6%, the rate of infec-
tion at the cannula-insertion site was 14%, and 
the rate of intravascular hemolysis was 5%.

Discussion

In this randomized trial involving patients with 
very severe ARDS, early application of ECMO was 
not associated with mortality at 60 days (primary 
end point) that was significantly lower than that 
in the control group. Although the use of ECMO 

for severe respiratory failure has increased sub-
stantially over the past decade,19 its use remains 
controversial.20 The results of the first two ran-
domized trials of ECMO were disappointing,21,22 
but the trials were conducted decades ago. The 
results of the most recent trial (Conventional Ven-
tilatory Support versus Extracorporeal Membrane 
Oxygenation for Severe Adult Respiratory Failure 
[CESAR]) were encouraging,13 but not all patients 
in the ECMO group received ECMO, and the use 
of mechanical ventilation in the control group 
lacked standardization. In the present trial, 98% 
of the patients in the ECMO group received ECMO 
and were transported during receipt of ECMO to 
the referral center if needed. Moreover, 90% of the 
patients in the control group underwent prolonged 
prone positioning16 and all of them received neuro-
muscular blocking agents.15

Despite the use of these strategies, which have 
been shown to improve outcomes,15,16 28% of the 
patients in the control group in our trial crossed 
over to ECMO for refractory hypoxemia. This 
crossover rate makes it difficult to draw definitive 
conclusions regarding the usefulness of ECMO for 
severe forms of ARDS. We were aware of this 
potential problem when we started the trial, but 
many investigators felt that it would have been 
unethical to prohibit crossover to ECMO in pa-
tients with very severe hypoxemia. The prespeci-
fied secondary composite end point of death (in 
both groups) plus crossover to ECMO (in the con-
trol group) showed a benefit in favor of the 
ECMO group, but this is difficult to interpret in 
light of the negative results for the primary end 
point. This secondary analysis clearly represents 
a bias against the control group, but it is impor-
tant to point out that the patients who crossed 
over to ECMO were extremely ill (SaO2 of <80% for 
>6 hours, despite recruitment maneuvers, inhaled 
nitric oxide or prostacyclin, and prone position-
ing; some patients received ECMO during car-
diopulmonary resuscitation or received venoarte-
rial ECMO support because of severe cardiac 
failure). In a sensitivity analysis, results regarding 
this secondary end point remained significant 
even under the assumption that one third of 
these extremely sick patients would have sur-
vived without ECMO (Table S5 in the Supplemen-
tary Appendix).

Our trial has several limitations. First, it was 
stopped per protocol after 75% of the maximum 
calculated sample size had been achieved. Second, 

Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier Survival Estimates in the Intention-to-Treat Popula-
tion during the First 60  Days of the Trial.
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EOLIA:ECMO to rescue Lung Injury in severe ARDS

• Controversy with early termination
– Unable to meet significance with predetermined 

enrolment 
• 28% Control arm cross over
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UPMC Respiratory Failure ECMO
Selection and Exclusion
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Pre-ECMO optimization
• ARDSnet settings
• Recruitment trial
• Optimal peep trial
• Paralysis
• Diuretic trial if tolerated
• Transfusion to Hgb 12
• Fever control to T<38.5
• Prone positioning trial
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UPMC VV ECMO Selection Criteria

• Reversible disease process
• Failed pre-ECMO optimization
• Failure to maintain PaO2 > 55mmHg or Sat 

>88% on 100% FiO2

• Unable to maintain pH >7.2 due to 
hypercarbia with elevated plateau pressures
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UPMC VV ECMO Exclusion Criteria
• Absolute

– Baseline advanced lung disease not actively on transplant list. This includes any 
home O2 requirement (except OSA)

– Age > 65
– Known anoxic brain injury
– Active GI bleeding
– Pan-resistant pneumonia
– Cirrhosis MELD >20
– Malignancy without surgical cure
– Advanced HIV/AIDS (well controlled HIV is not an exclusion)
– Moribund patients
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UPMC VV ECMO Exclusion Criteria

• Relative
– >10 days of mechanical ventilation
– > 7 days of high pressure or high FiO2

– Mild stroke or ICH may be considered
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UPMC VV ECMO results

• Overall survival to discharge 2013 to 2017
– 181 cases 62%

• 2015-2017 subset data
– Bridge to lung transplant 55%
– Respiratory failure trauma 56%
– Respiratory failure 59%
– Post lung transplant 83%
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VV ECMO tips
• Optimize aggressively
• Prone early
• Adhere to ARDSnet
• Remember that neither ECMO nor mechanical ventilation 

are curative but rather support devices
• Call ECMO team early when you need help and advice. 
• MEDCALL 412-647-7000
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Thanks
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